In-house OT Security Workshops will provide staff with the insight into risks and vulnerabilities of Operations Technology (OT) systems, and will outline our best practice golden rules to assist your staff in keeping operations cyber resilient.

These programs will provide your organisation with a better insight into recent threats, including hands-on demonstrations which show how attackers use flaws and vulnerabilities in OT systems to impose damage.

Based on one day or half day programs, content will be tailor-made to suit management, engineering or security focussed audiences. This insight will be followed up with discussions to reinforce best practices to mitigate risk to an acceptable level.

Key Takeaways

- Tailor made and interactive learning points, based on real world use cases
- Awareness about the (potential) impacts of OT security breaches
- Understand proven risk based strategies to keep your operational environment safe, secure and resilient
- An established basis for further OT Security initiatives within your organisation

Course Content

In-house OT Security Workshops will be tailored to the needs of your organisation and the targeted audience, making the workshop as relevant as possible. Course content can include:

- OT architecture overview
- OT threats & vulnerabilities
- OT Risk Management
- OT Security Standards
- OT Security Golden Rules
- Testing & assessing of OT Security
- Selection & implementation of OT Security Controls
- Hands-on Labs & Hacking Demo’s